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ETL or UL

outlet box marked acceptable for fan support of 22.7kg (50 lbs) or more and use

To reduce the risk of fire and electrical shock, do not use this fan with



5.  Glass
4.  LED bulbs

5.6.
A/ Balance kit

D/ Pull chain drop

B/
C/
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3.  Figure 1, 2 and 3 are examples of different ways to mount the outlet box in 

e it is clearly marked “Suitable For Fan

different
situations. A  longer  down  rod  may  be  required  in  sloped  ceiling  situations  to
maintain  proper  blade  clearance.

iling joists are available. A hanger support



Fig 5

UL or ETL  LISTED  ELECTRICAL



2.

1.

DOWNROD MOUNT FAN
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      or
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Wiring  Box

Wiring  Box
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1. High  2. Medium  3. Low  4. Off 

SUMMER  &  WINTER  Switch

DIRECTION CONTROL Reverse Slide Switch (up and down / Right and Left)

Right / Up for upward air flow          to recirculate air        upward  for warming effect

Left / Down for downward air        upward for a cooling effect

SUMMER WINTER

UPDRAFT

DOWNDRAFT

Counter Clockwise Rotation Clockwise Rotation
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The  fan s  natural  movements’

provide
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Fan Sounds Noisy

as
seen on next page. 
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Fans always take a few days “break in” time for any new fan at medium or high speed.

Assure that the screws fastened to the blade holders to motor are tight.
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If the above does not eliminate the wobble, clip a balancing kit on  any one of
the blades about the middle of blade edge. Let fan run. If it is still wobbling, stop 
the fan, and change the location. Repeating this procedure on the remaining blades
until the wobble is removed.

blades. If a blade is out of alignment,
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